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PROBLEM

One of the hardest challenges of having a large lecture course 
is finding a group of people to study with when you don’t 
know anyone in the class. And often when you do finally find 
that one person your schedules don’t match up or they end up 
flooding your phone with messages.

For a lot of students, group study sessions is one of the most 
successful ways for them to study, but it can be quite difficult 
to meet up with the right people.

PROJECT BRIEF

Study Buddy is an app made for student connection and aca-
demic achievement. Through the app, users can create or find 
study groups with their classmates. 

Study Buddy takes the awkward out of meeting people in class, 
and acts as a safe, organized platform for study session plan-
ning. 

This app is a valuable resource for university students, and is 
easy to use through an efficient, attractive interface.
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OBSERVATIONS

AGE GROUP: 17-30

TARGET AUDIENCE: University students, primarily those 
enrolled in on-campus classes

CURRENT NEEDS:
- keep everything consolidated in one app
- creating a study group that isn’t super awkward
- working with students’ different schedules
- making an effective group, of people with compatible habits
- a way to connect with different students in a big classroom
- a way to contact peers without having to give phone number
 

CURRENT MARKET

Huddler
- study group organizing/creating app
- specific to Georgia Institute of Technology
- doesn’t feature messaging or note sharing

Timpli
- more focused on group projects and student organization
- doesn’t allow easy communication for study groups
- has a more dated design and style

Group Study
- doesn’t always allow for face-to-face study groups
- studying is for general topic, not for specific course
- puts students from any campus together on one page
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COMPETITOR APP I

Huddler 

Pros
• Simple layout
• Color coded courses and their groups
• Course show # of groups and members joined
• Uses .edu email for verification
• Study goals for each group

Cons
• No cap for number of group members
• No course syncing through University
• No messaging feature
• Shows the location publically of study group
• Outdated look, not very appealing to college students
• Limited to Georgia Tech students only

 

COMPETITOR APP II

Timpli 

Pros
• Provides preview of app for first time users
• Info button available for help regarding app
• Security/verification
• Offers course code to share with others
• Can use your contacts to find people on app
• Clear and attractive, nice color scheme

Cons
• Unclear course search, requires too much specificity
• No verification for joining courses, allows anyone to join
• Hard to create courses/groups that doesn’t already exist
• Text-heavy and cluttered opening page
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SURVEY TESTING

28 participants

4 statements to be responded with: 
strongly agree, agree, neutral, disagree, 
strongly disagree

1 free response question asking what
features they would like in a study group app
 

SURVEY RESULTS

over 75% of participants would use a study
group-finding app
there is a market/audience

the majority found studying in groups to be helpful
the app can be helpful with student performance

about 80% of participants have difficulty finding 
people to study with in class
there is a current need/problem

messaging, profiles and schedule sync were the most 
requested features
these are features to focus on + develop well
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IDEATION I

APP DEFINITION STATEMENT

Our app was designed to provide students with a tool 
that helped them become better learners and develop 
useful study habits. 

The goal of our app is to connect students to one 
another in an inviting, beneficial, and collaborative 
manner in order to create a successful learning 
environment and experience.

IDEATION II

NAME

Study Buddy is a simple name that is clear and catchy. 
The name can be seen two different ways --with the 
app as the user’s “study buddy”, and as a way to find 
“study buddies”

PRIMARY FEATURES

- course and study group organization/planning
- messaging section to communicate with classmates
- notifications that alert you when study sessions occur
- ‘buddy’ feature to stay connected to people
- privacy and safety features
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CREATION
CONCEPT DEV. I

CONCEPT 
DEVELOPMENT I
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CONCEPT 
DEVELOPMENT II

STRUCTURE 
DEVELOPMENT
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PAPER PROTOTYPE

sign-up/login (0.0 + 0.1)

Welcome Login Create Account
(01)

sign-up pt. 2 (0.1)

Loading Create Account
(02)

Create Account
(03)

LOGIN 1/2 LOGIN 2/2
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home (1.0 + 2.0)

Upcoming
(1.0)

Notifications
(2.0)

courses (3.0)

Courses Overview
(3.0)

Course
(3.1)

Course Group
(3.2)

Add Group
(3.2.1)

HOME PAGE COURSES/GROUPS
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messaging (4.0)

Messages Overview
(4.2)

New Message
(4.1)

Group Message
(4.1.1)

profile/settings (5.0)

Profile Change Profile
(5.1)

Settings
(5.2)

Logout

MESSAGING PROFILE/SETTINGS
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FINAL FLOWCHART FINAL PAGES
study buddy flowchart 

WELCOME
FURTHER 

FEATURES
MORE 

FEATURES
CONTINUED
FEATURESHOME

0.0
login
-email
-password

sign up
-name
-email (.edu)
-password
-age
-gender
-major
-minor
-study habits

0.1

upcoming
1.0

notifications
2.0

study tip/
loading screen

0.2
course

course study groups

add course search

study groups
-join
-info

search

4.1
new message
-preferences

4.1.1
message conversation

courses

4.0
messaging (all)

4.2
in-progress messages

5.1
edit
-name
-password
-bio
-age
-gender
-major
-minor
-study habits

5.2
settings
-preferences
-logout

5.0
profile

3.1 3.1.1 3.1.1.1

3.2

3.0

3.2.1 3.2.1.1

4.2.1
message conversation
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EVALUATING

USER PROFILE

NAME: Krista Morrill
SCHOOL: OSU
MAJOR: Kinesiology

BACKGROUND:
Krista is a third year student, from
Newport, Oregon

Very organized and good with multiple
tasks, but her study habits have declined
through college

She mostly uses basic apps and social
media apps. She prefers ducational
resources (Quizlet or Canvas) on desktop
versus mobile

She liked the idea of the Study Buddy
App, because it is more “on the go” and
mobile-friendly, and can help her meet
people in large classes despite being shy.

USER TESTING

USER BRIEF: Krista was given a short description of what 
the app is, similar to an app store description. She was asked 
to log in as if she were a returning user, and edit her app 
profile.

USER TEST: She found the navigation familiar/comfortable. 
She first went to the ‘notification’ icon at the top as it looked 
important. The ‘profile’ and ‘edit’ icons were instantly 
recognizable, and edited her profile with ease. She was not
able to save or submit changes as there was no button. Going 
to settings to logout was intuitive and simple for her.

In conclusion, she found our app easy and familiar to use and 
navigate. She liked the purpose of the app. 

Some suggestions:
• Add a ‘save’ or ‘submit changes’ button to profile editing
• A tutorial for new (first time) users
• Color coding system for better organization
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HANNA HARTT
STUDY BUDDY

DESIGN 
DEVELOPMENT
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app design research
bottom menu bar

LOGO/ICON SKETCHES
Highlighted sketches use shapes to represent people in a group 
and academic symbols. Would be without words as an icon. 

LOGO/ICON DEVELOPMENT
I further explored the idea of shapes and symbols, and created 
one with 4 colored circles around a square -symbolizing 4 group 
members sitting at a table. This was the idea I continued with, 
changing the shpaes and simplifying the design.
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DESIGN 
DEVELOPMENT

INTERFACE SKETCHES
app design concepts

entry page courses pagehome page

entry page courses pagehome page

CONCEPT 1: 
Interactive 
menu bar, airy 
and simple, 
using shape 
pattern, white 
with pops of 
colors

CONCEPT 2: 
Gradient 
backgrounds, 
use of 
horizontal 
divider lines, 
‘badge’ style 
content, 
menu bar with 
written name 
under icon
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Re�urring Group

INTERFACE DEVELOPMENT
I developed both concepts into a first draft, but with very similar 
layouts. After seeing these two, I decided to go continue with 
Concept 1, as I liked the color organization and simplistic look. 
The layout was also less bulky, and more information could fit on 
one page.
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log in

username/email

password

create an account

new here?

we
come back

9�41 9�41

Welcome

Here are your study sessio�s this wee	

Home Co�rse Messages Profile
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BIO 

102 
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Group B
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Course Name 

ART-267
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Goa� 

Midterm 2 Study 

Tuesday (10/28) 

3pm

Ho�e Course Messages Profile



IMPLEMENTATION

LOGO/ICON

The final app icon is the 4 shape design, on a subtle 
white gradient background. The shapes were slightly 
enlarged in the final design, and match the interface 
design well.

APP INTERFACE

The interface was further refined, with details like 
corner roundness and stroke weight being adjusted. 
The shapes in the icon ended up being tied into the 
interface through patterns and color-coding. The 
result was a very cohesive, organized interface with an 
aesthetic that navigated the pages well. 
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FINAL APP ICON

STUDY BUDDY App Icons



STUDY BUDDY

Login

username/ema	


password

Create an �cco
nt

9�41

Back to login Terms of Use

9�41

full name

username

university email

create password (minimum 8 c�aracters, letters and numbers) 

confirm password

Next

Create New �cco
nt

Welcome,

letʼs get your accou�t set up

log in

Finish

Create �ew �cco
nt

9�41

Welcome,

letʼs get your accou�t set up

University Veri�i��tion Required 

Student Veri�ied

Ter�s of Use

Recent Activity

GD-2�� BIO-1�2 LS Group

+2 

Groups

+1 

Group

+2 

Members

Home

9�41

We	�ome

Hereʼs a look at yo	r week

Upcoming Study Sessions 

11�5

11�6

11�1�

BIO-1�2 

LS Group 

5�3�pm 

MTH-212 

The Marsha Mathers 

8���pm 

ART-267 

Midterm 2 Study 

3��5pm

Recent Activit�

GD-200 BIO-102 LS Group

+2 

Groups

+1 

Group

+2 

Members
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Upcoming Study Sessions 

11/5

11/6

11/10

BIO-102 

LS Group 

5�30pm 

MTH-212 

The Marsha Mathers 

8���pm 

ART-267 

Midterm 2 St
dy 

3�4�pm

Notificatio��

LS Group (BIO-102) 

 

Time �hanged to  

Monday (11/5) at 5�30pm

Ania B. 

 

New �uddy 

You are both in ���-102 and LS 	roup

IDK (BIO-102) 

 

+2 Members �dded 

(Tyler L. and 	iselle W.)

Letʼs catch you up on things 

Shawn �effer�on  

 

New �uddy 

You are both in �RT-367

LS Group (BIO-102) 

 

Time �hanged to  

Monday (11/5) at 5�30pm

LS Group (BIO-102) 

 

1 New Member �pening

Alani �llio	 

 

New �uddy  

You are both in MTH-212 and  

Marshal Mathers

WELCOME/SIGN UP
Study Buddy opens to a login page for first time users or users 
who have logged out. Sign up is an easy form, with a university 
verification page. 

HOME PAGE/NOTIFICATIONS
Quickly view your upcoming study groups and recent activity in 
your courses/groups. Open up the notifications panel to see any 
new friendds or group changes. 
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MESSAGING
In-app messaging eliminates the need to give out your phone 
number, and lets you easily communicate with your group. You 
ccan also chat one-on-one with buddies, and even share direct links 
to groups. 
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Create  
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Mon (11/5) 
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Thur (11/8) 

4���pm 

Midterm 2
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+
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Join

Message

8 Members Joined 

2 Spots Available

Location is visible 

for current group 

members only

Studying for  

Midterm 2� follow 

study guide

Thursday 11/8 

4���pm - 6���pm 

Not Recurring
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GOAL

Report issues with this group

Group 21

Join
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8 Members Joined 

2 Spots Available
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study guide
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Not Recurring
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Copy Link
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Add to Reading List
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Create New �roup

Upload
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p �ma�e

Group Name

Locatio�

Recurring

Day

Frequency

Study Goal

Time

Maximum Size

Create Gro
p

Messaging
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Messages

All group + individual conversations

New

LS Group (BIO-102)

Group 21 (BIO-102)

The Marsha Mathers

Deandre C., �milia 
. 

Charise T. 

Ania B. 

Yes the professor said to do the…

Grant �. 

No Iʼve only done the one for… 

Yuqin L. 

I think that would work :) 

Arfan M. 

anyone get the same answer for #19? 

2 min

5 min

2 dy

4 dy

10/15

6 hrs

Deandre C. 

Do you guys wanna work on the pr…

Thanks for all yo	r h�lp!!

9�41

New Message

New message

Today, 10/28/19

To:

Go

space

123

 

 MNBVCXZ

LKJHGFDSA

POIUYTREWQ

9�41

Grant Kresge

New message

you are both in ��O-102 

and S 	roup

Hey � was wondering if you 

had any idea what the  

homework was asking? � m̓ 

super confused.  

Ohh okay, thanks 

so much!

No �ʼve only done the one 

for the second midterm,  

but � l̓l check this one out, 

weekly would be nice  

Yeah it was kind of weird,  

you just answer the lecture 

slide prompts  :)

Hi 	rant, are you in a  

second study group for  

bio? � just started going to  

this one and it̓s all term

Today, 10/28/19

Idk Group

Tuesdays 

7000pm 

All Term Study
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COURSES + GROUPS
View all of your university-verified classes, and the groups within 
them are shown in a drop-down menu. From here, you can view 
and join groups, or create your own. You can easily share a study 
group through its page, or report the group if needed. 



PROFILE
View your profile, with customizable photo, facts and study habits. 
You can easily share your profile through other apps from your 
profile page. 
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Profile
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ReMessages MailStudy BuddyAirdrop
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PROFILE
View other user’s profiles and become Buddies, and message them 
through their profile. You can also block users if needed. See all 
of your Buddies for quick access to their profiles. Manage your 
settings and how much you’d like to share with other users. 
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Share
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My Buddies

Deandre Carter

Alani Elliot

Charise Tarelli-James

Romero Silva

David Kim

Shivani Verna

Bri�esh Patel

Ania Barte�

Shawn Je��erson

Grant Kresge

Nina Gianni   
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Kamala Singh

Leah Trinh 

Heidi Carson-Wells

Landon Edelmann

Evelina Vas�uez 

NewestSort By
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